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UK’S FIRST CORGI APPROVED SIGNATURE
COLLECTION INSTALLATION COMPANY

Pearl Window Systems are proud
to announce that Rapide Frame
Supplies is the UK’s first CORGI
Approved Signature Collection
Installation Company.

prestigious CORGI accreditation, will see
Tim reach new heights in his retail sales.”

Rapide Trade Frames have always bought in
their frames from Pearl, which are supplied

Having dealt with Tim Cattell, owner of
Rapide, for 30 years, Jeff Walsh, Managing
Director of Pearl, is delighted to welcome
him to the new initiative and comments:
“Tim is one of our longest standing
customers and has been a loyal supporter
of Pearl Windows since 1999, having built
up a working relationship together 10
years previously. I am pleased to see he
has been approved by CORGI for our self
certification scheme.”

Having access to the products that Rapide’s
customers demand, is also crucial in the
fabricator/supplier chain, as Tim comments
further: “As well as being able to offer my
customers the products they require, energy
ratings have also become very important.
The public are now very switched on to the
issues of energy and Pearl has ensured they
offer the best possible rated products.”

Pearl and CORGI recently held a
presentation highlighting the benefits of the
scheme to Pearl customers, to which Rapide
Frame Supplies attended. Jeff continues:
“I am confident the new sales material,
extended warranties together with the

For information regarding Pearl’s CORGI
Approved Signature Collection and product
range please call 0800 014 2769.
READER ENQUIRY NO:
0319/0030

EPWIN WINDOW SYSTEMS INCREASES
EXTRUSION CAPACITY BY OVER 40%

The investment in its manufacturing plant
is another example of Epwin Window
Systems’ continued commitment to the
UK market. Clare said: “As demand for
our growing product range increases, this
investment in our extrusion facilities will
enable us to continue to offer outstanding
quality with impressive lead times into the
future.”
The manufacturing investment is just one
part of what looks like being an exceptional
year for Epwin Window Systems. It will
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SWISH INSTALLER REAPS THE REWARDS
OF EXCELLENCE AS STANDARD MEMBERSHIP
Longstanding Swish installer Bradley Scott
Windows was one of the first companies to
join Epwin Window Systems’ Excellence
as Standard membership programme
following its launch in 2017. Eighteen
months on, Bradley Scott’s owner, Andy
Farrington, reflects on the value the
decision has delivered.

Epwin Window Systems, the UK’s most
successful systems supplier, has just
announced that extrusion capacity at
its Telford headquarters is about to
increase by over 40%. Clare O’Hara,
Divisional Managing Director at Epwin
Window Systems, said: “Work to install
an additional 24 extrusion lines is nearing
completion. The investment more than
doubles our number of extrusion lines
and takes the total number to 41.”
As well as investing in new extrusion lines,
Epwin Window Systems is also increasing its
foiling capacity by 30% with the installation
of new lamination lines. Clare commented:
“Coloured profiles are a key part of the future
direction of the industry and this investment
allows us to lead the way.”

to trade customers and also used for their
own fitting team. Tim comments: “I started
buying in frames for my customers from
Jeff at Pearl, who I’d met some years earlier
when Jeff was working at Framemaker.
I have never considered being supplied
by anyone else. It’s so important to have
trust and respect between fabricator and
customer. The fabricator manufactures
and delivers on time and the customer
pays his bill. It should never be a difficult
relationship and Jeff has never let me down.”

be launching a new star performer at this
year’s FIT show and will open a brand new,
300,000 sq ft state-of-the-art warehouse and
distribution centre in Telford by the end of
the year.
Epwin Window Systems has the widest
portfolio of fully integrated systems,
a choice of leading system brands and
unrivalled expertise and support to grow
your business. It also comes with the
reassurance of a commitment to investment
in the future of its business. In other words,
with Epwin Window Systems you get #more
options and #more possibilities to bring
#more to your business.
Tel: 0808 178 3370 - www.epwin.co.uk
READER ENQUIRY NO:
0319/0031

“Windows, doors and conservatories are
still a considered purchase,” he says. “When
marketing to consumers it’s as much about
giving them confidence in their purchase
as having top-rated products. As a Swish
installer we’ve got quality products.
Membership of Excellence as Standard
shows we’re committed to excellence
throughout the buying, installation and
post-sale process too. It gives us a major
USP over competitor installers.”

Excellence as Standard advocates excellence at
every stage of a project – from manufacturing
through to the physical installation in a
consumer’s home. Homeowners will benefit
from the reassurance that all aspects meet a
high-quality industry standard and in turn
help the installer gain a competitive advantage
while delivering the best possible service
across the customer journey.
Andy said: “Like many installers, we strive
for excellence at every level. However,
by embracing the Excellence as Standard
philosophy we are offering a greater level of
assurance to the customer. The membership
has given us a valuable competitive edge as it
gives homeowners an easy way to benchmark
against competitors. The consumer
recognition of our Swish product range and
the added assurance of Excellence as Standard
has proved to be a winning formula.”
Bradley Scott has been installing PVC-U
windows, doors and conservatories in and
around the Tamworth area since 1999. It is
a family company committed to providing
the highest quality service, something
that’s demonstrated in its membership of
Excellence as Standard.
Tel: 0808 178 3370 - www.epwin.co.uk
READER ENQUIRY NO:
0319/0032
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